
SM261 Matrix Theory Fall 2016
Asst. Prof. Scott Hottovy

Sect I.3 Particular and Homogeneous Solutions

1 Complete the worksheet as homework and hand in on Wednesday 08/31/2016

• In this worksheet you will learn (by reading Sec I.3 of the text):

• the definitions of particular solution, homogeneous equation, and singular matrix.

• Describe the solution sets from the previous section as particular and homogenous solutions.

• Determine if a matrix is singular or nonsingular.

2 Particular and Homogeneous Solutions

• In the problems we’ve worked before, where we have infinitely many solutions, we describe
these solutions using set notation. In these sets, we have a vector which does not have a
parameter multiplied by it. (Sometimes it is the zero vector). This vector is called the
particular solution.

• Given the solution set, {(
1
0

)
+

(
−2
1

)
y|y ∈ R

}
◦ Circle the particular solution.

• Theorem 3.1 of this section states that any solution of a linear system can be described by
the solution set

{p + c1β1 + c2β2 + · · · cmβm|β1, ..., βm ∈ R} ,

where p is the , and β1, ..., β2 are the .

• Definition of Homogeneous Equation: A linear equation is homogeneous if it has a
constant of zero. So it can be written as

a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn =

◦ Give an example of a homogenous linear system with 2 equations and 3 unknowns (x, y, z)
(You do not need to solve this).
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◦ For the system

x− y + 2z =5

−x− 2y =− 1

5y − 5z =0

give the associated homogenous system.

• Take a look at 3.6 lemma and compare it to Theorem 3.1. What is missing in the solution
set?

• Consider the system,

x− z = 1

y + z = 2

◦ Write the solution set, 




+

−1
−1
1

 z|z ∈ R


◦ Circle the particular solution and put a rectangle around the solution to the homogeneous

equation’s solution.

◦ Write the solution set to the system

x− z = 0

y + z = 0
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3 Singular Matrices

• Definition of Singular Matrix: A matrix is singular if it is the matrix of

of a system with solutions.

• The definition of singular matrix leaves off the augmented part of the system (that is, it leaves
of the part to the right of the bar (∗, ∗, ∗, ∗|∗). Why do we drop the bar?

• Give an example of a singular matrix and explain why it is singular (give the homogenous
system!).

• Give an example of a nonsingular matrix and explain why it is nonsingular.
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• Do the following exercises from Sec I.3 #3.14, 3.20.
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